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AN ACT
EXEMPTING TOLLWAY OPERATIONS FROM THE VALUE ADDED TAX, 
AMENDING FOR THIS PURPOSE SECTIONS 108 AND 109 OF THE NATIONAL 
INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1997, AS AMENDED

Explanatory Note

This proposed measure seeks to exempt the services of tollway operators from the 
Value-Added Tax (VAT). Lawmakers, renowned tax experts and economists consistently 
maintained that the legislative intent in enacting Republic Act No. 7716, or the Expanded 
Value-Added Tax Law in 1994 is to exclude toll fees from the coverage of VAT.

However, the Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) issued Revenue Memorandum 
Circular No. 63-2010 dated July 10, 2010 clarifying that toll fees are subject to VAT, since 
the services of tollway operators are not listed among exempt transactions. In Diaz and 
Timbol vs. Secretary of Finance and Commissioner of Internal Revenue, the Supreme 
Court ruled that toll fees are subject to VAT. It is a well-settled rule in taxation that tax 
exemptions must be justified by clear statutory grant and based on language in the law too 
plain to be mistaken.

VAT is an indirect tax that is passed on to the consumers of goods and services. 
Therefore, its imposition on toll fees will likely increase the cost of transportation and 
consequently result in the increase of prices of basic goods and services. Similarly, various 
manufacturing, business process outsourcing (BPO), passenger and cargo transport hub 
operators and others will incur additional transport expenditures and experience disruptions 
in their business expectations considering that the tollways link up freeports, special 
economic zones, regional food production areas and financial centers with the population 
centers, in rural, urban and highly-urbanized areas. Among these are the Tarlac Pangasinan 
La Union Expressway (TPLEX), Subic Clark Tarlac Expressway (SCTEX), North Luzon 
Expressway (NLEX), Star Tollway, and South Luzon Expressway (SLEX), among others.

Furthermore, VAT on services of tollway operators had never formed part of the 
contracts or agreements between the Government and investors under the various Publie- 
Private Partnership (PPP)-Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) programs, the core of the 
government's economic resiliency plan.

Tollway operation is an inherent component of PPP in order to build the necessary 
road infrastructures that government cannot fund by itself Privately-built toll facilities 
through the various modes of PPP consequently become publicly-owned at the conclusion / 
termination / expiration of the contract or agreement. As such, they should not be subject to 
VAT considering that tollway operators are merely stepping into the shoes of government










